Humanitarian Update #28

as of October 21st
77th Brigade receives UCCA-funded IFAKs
76th brigade receives life-saving IFAKs
An additional 1,000 IFAKs arrive in Ukraine for distribution by our partner – Operation White Stork - to the frontlines
UCCA supports the 40th Tactical Brigade
with additional Garmin GPS equipment
This week, UCCA’s humanitarian aid - medicines, food & diapers - was delivered to IDPs from Zaporizhzhia & Kharkiv and to the elderly now living in Kyiv.
Military backpacks, thermal underwear, sleeping bags along with some medicine and food were delivered to our freedom fighters on the frontlines.
Operation: Against the Cold

Winter is coming...
and UCCA’s support is focused on what will be necessary to keep our fighting men and women, along with the millions of internally displaced people, fed, warmly clothed, sheltered and healthy through provision of medical care.

UCCA hopes we can count on your continued support!